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Spend Management Software
Category
Spend management software manages and monitors business costs
such as the expenses of raw materials and components, and services
like transportation. This application enables enterprises to account
for their business costs, avoid overspending, and ensure the
expenses are accurately included in financial statements.
Procurement units typically use this platform to plan and track
expenses, while accountants also utilize it for financial reporting.
Spend management software is different from expense management
solutions which are used to track staff expenses. Spend management
tools can be easily integrated with supply chain and procurement
programs such as sales & ops planning and supply chain planning
applications.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Spend Management Software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT AIRBASE

Airbase has rethought how spend management should be done from the ground up. We get all
the control and visibility we need while delivering an amazing experience to the entire company
and avoiding a lot of unnecessary process and busy work for the finance team.
SEAN FLYNN
CONTROLLER, GUSTO

Airbase is the only comprehensive
spend management platform that
scales with companies from
startup to IPO and beyond. It
combines three products —
accounts payable, an advanced
corporate card program, and
employee expense

Airbase gives me a lot of control. It’s easy to see the graphs, you can see who’s spending what,
and I’m confident that it keeps me compliant. It’s a home for W-9s and contracts. It gives me
security — when people leave, I know that I’m not paying for an old subscription. I love the
visibility. Sending virtual cards by email is so easy! And the app is actually pretty, too.
DIANE GARCIA
HEAD OF OPERATIONS, SCRATCHPAD

reimbursements — into one
system. Implemented individually,
each product has all the core
functionality you expect from a
best-of-breed solution. Taken
together, Airbase is a consistent
and efficient platform experience

Airbase helped me minimize expense management and automate reconciliation duties while I
focused on raising Affinity's Series B with limited finance headcount. The Airbase team has done
a great job of blending functionality, automation, and operations in to a single platform.
MICHAEL ZHENG
HEAD OF FINANCE, AFFINITY

for all non-payroll spend.
Automated accounting and
approval workflows provide
visibility and control, a faster close,
and real-time reporting. It’s beyond
spend management. It’s
spendlightenment.

Airbase is amazing! It has transformed our approval and payment workflows across
the company. It's great to have one tool to go to for everything. We also get back a lot
of time as we don't have to spend hours researching and tracking what we've spent.
DIANA NGO
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, YOURMECHANIC

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CONCUR

Concur is a leading provider of
integrated travel and expense

Together, SAP Ariba and SAP Concur solutions provide superior management
of all indirect spend and employee travel and expenses, helping us achieve
better visibility into total company expenditures.
MICHAL SZLEZAK
INDIRECT PROCUREMENT MANAGER, DANFOSS

management solutions. Concur’s
easy-to-use Web-based and mobile
solutions help companies, federal
agencies and their employees
control costs and save time.
Concur’s open platform enables

It’s been a great experience. We wanted an expense management system that gives us control of
our spending, while providing an easy-to-use platform for our employees. The fact that we can
pay directly – and not only domestically but globally – is the main reason we chose SAP Concur.
GARY STARR
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, MADISON LOGIC

the entire travel and expense
ecosystem of customers, suppliers,
and developers to access and
extend Concur’s T&E cloud.
Concur’s systems adapt to
individual employee preferences
and scale to meet the needs of
companies from small to large.

SAP Concur is not just an expense platform, not just an OBT and not just a
reporting tool—it’s an end-to-end solution. Our clients can see what they’re
spending, where they’re traveling and forecast based on real-time data.
STEVE ASH
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS, CWT

Concur’s intelligence functionality is amazing. Instant access to expense data prior to
approval and after an expense is incurred is a huge benefit, and corporate card
integration also provides superior control. Card data is unalterable.
CHRISTOPHER DECOSMO
EXPENSE ANALYST AND GLOBAL PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR, CONSTELLATION BRANDS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT COUPA SOFTWARE

Coupa is a very business-friendly system and easy to use. It brought
efficiency and transparency to all aspects of our indirect spend.
ASIM MALIK
PROJECT MANAGER, LEAR CORPORATION

Coupa’s cloud-native Business
Spend Management (BSM)
platform provides powerful
capabilities and an end-to-end
processes that helps drive
collaboration across procurement,
finance, treasury, compliance, and

With Coupa, you get speed. You’re able to run reports quickly. Within minutes,
you can determine your spend by commodity, by supplier, by location.
STEVEN DE LUCA
DIRECTOR OF INDIRECT PURCHASING, COOPER STANDARD

supply chain leaders to help their
companies spend smarter,
mitigate risk, and improve
resilience. A unified platform
approach frees up IT from complex
integrations to help leaders deliver

In this retail world, where every penny counts, Coupa gives us the
transparency and the ability to control discretionary spend.
MICHAEL JACOBS
CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER, STAPLES

on these goals.

Coupa really has been a big help providing control of all of our
business spending in one place, so we can see and manage it all.
LEE OLSON
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE, SOUTHCENTRAL FOUNDATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DIVVY

Calendly has saved 7-10 hours a month and about $15-20k a year on
expense reporting since switching to Divvy.
JONATHAN RUE
SENIOR FINANCE/ACCOUNTING ANALYST, CALENDLY

Divvy is a secure financial platform
for businesses to manage
payments and subscriptions, build
strategic budgets, and eliminate
expense reports. By integrating
real-time tracking for every

We don’t really have one big budget. We have a lot of cost centers. With
custom fields in Divvy, we can track spending our way.
MATT HENSLEY
PROTOMET

business transaction, Divvy
provides organizations with instant
insight into their spend. With Divvy,
you can make informed cash flow
decisions, curb losses before they
happen, and never have to save a
receipt again.

Divvy provides a user-friendly system for requesting, spending, and
tracking money—and it’s free, It’s an absolute no-brainer.
BRYANT JENSEN
CONTROLLER, CREWTRACKS

As a fast-growing, bootstrapped company, knowing exactly where our finances is has been
critical. Divvy gives us instant visibility into every dollar, allows us to easily budget and track how
we are spending, and saves our finance team countless hours on running reports.
DYLAN JACOBS
FOUNDER, BRUMATE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EMBURSE

Emburse humanizes work by
empowering business travelers,

Right out the gate, our coolest configuration was the integration with our firm credit cards.
Seeing them pop up in Chrome River without an action on our part is awesome. The benefits of
not having to enter as much data for those transactions is great. Speeds up everyone's work
involved. Gets the charges processed for client bills or internal budgets faster.
AARON BARBEE
TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST, HUSCH BLACKWELL

finance professionals and CFOs to
eliminate manual, time-consuming
tasks so they can focus on what
matters most. Emburse brings
together some of the world’s most
powerful and trusted expense and
AP automation solutions, including
Abacus, Captio, Certify, Chrome

Emburse Analytics exceeded our expectations. Not only does it help us recover
significant savings and work more efficiently, but it enables us to quantify the
value of our expense management solution.
ATHENA GAZIKAS
SENIOR EXPENSE ADMINISTRATOR, INTERNATIONAL SERVICES, INC.

River, Nexonia and Tallie. The
company’s innovative offerings,
which are uniquely tailored for
specific industries, company sizes,
and geographies, are trusted by
more than 9 million users in more
than 120 countries. Over 16,000

We wanted to streamline our spend management and expense auditing
processes within one central platform. Emburse Audit made this possible by
seamlessly integrating with our existing Emburse expense solution.
REGINA BEATTY
DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, PACE UNIVERSITY

customers, from start-ups to global
enterprises, including Boot Barn,
Grant Thornton, Telefónica,
Lufthansa Systems, and Toyota rely
on Emburse to make faster,
smarter decisions, empower
business travelers to recapture lost
nights and weekends spent doing

Emburse Chrome River was the best and most flexible solution to address our
complex, global requirements and help us more effectively manage a large
volume of expense reports.
MARIA GARCIA
TRAVEL & EXPENSES MANAGER, ELSEVIER

tedious expense management, and
help make users’ lives and their
businesses better.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EXPENSIFY

Expensify was founded with a

Expensify is a key component in solving a problem that many people have. By nature, Expensify completely streamlines the
travel and expense management process for everyone involved, providing with more time to address what matters most —
driving business performance. I would recommend Expensify to anyone looking for a simple, yet extremely effective solution
that saves a company time (and therefore money) from being wasted on travel and expense reporting.
TOM KELLY
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, T-EDWARD

simple, but clear purpose: to make
expense reports not suck.
Reporting expenses has never
been an easy or intuitive process.
Like many others, David Barrett felt
firsthand the pain of doing
expense reports on antiquated,
less-than-intuitive platforms. As a

It’s hard to say how much time Expensify saves us, because we don’t have to do much for
expense management anymore – Expensify automates the entire process! We continue to notice
improvements in the Expensify product that saves us even more time, so it keeps getting better
and better.
AMY CAMERON
ACCOUNTS MANAGER, VEND

result, he and a buddy started
working on a product to alleviate
that painful process. That product
became Expensify. Expensify
started with a receipt-scanning
vision and in 2009 Expensify raised
$1M to make to vision a reality.
People loved the idea, as did the

Expensify has made us a much more efficient company. Our employees just
SmartScan a receipt as soon as they receive it, and regardless of what
currency it's in, we process the expense and issue reimbursement
automatically.
AMINA MOBASHER
ACCOUNTANT, IDEO.ORG

tech community and major
publications. Less than a year later,
Expensify raised another $5.7M to
build SmartScan, a product that
would forever change the expense
reporting marketplace.

Overall, we love using Expensify because it's more efficient, more streamlined,
and more well controlled for everyone involved. The platform is simple, clean,
user-friendly, and looks better from an audit perspective.
DENYS ALTMAN
HEAD OF ACCOUNT PAYABLE, PHILZ COFFEE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GEP SMART

GEP SMART is an AI-powered,
cloud-native software for direct

SMART by GEP is a true suite, encompassing spend analysis, sourcing, contract management,
P2P and supplier management. Unlike other self-proclaimed procurement “suites” in the market
that have one powerhouse module and only the most basic of capabilities in other modules,
GEP's solution possesses extremely strong capabilities in each of these modules.
ANDREW BARTOLINI
MANAGING PARTNER & CHIEF RESEARCH OFFICER, ARDENT PARTNERS

and indirect procurement that
offers comprehensive
source-to-pay functionality in one
user-friendly platform, inclusive of
spend analysis, sourcing, contract
management, supplier
management, procure-to-pay,
savings project management and

We use SMART by GEP across our 500 business units, providing everyone in
procurement and finance full visibility of everything we’re spending, allowing
them to search for opportunities.
SCOTT HARDIMAN
MANAGER, SPEND ANALYTICS & MARKET INTELLIGENCE, ITW

savings tracking, invoicing and
other related functionalities.

We selected GEP SMART because it is intuitive and easy to use. It provides us
with quick insights into our spend, and supports end-to-end process
transparency and compliance.
TOMAS VEIT
HEAD OF PROCUREMENT, ASAHI BREWERIES EUROPE GROUP

GEP’s solution will provide clear visibility into our category spend, to help us
better identify savings opportunities across the enterprise and drive greater
value to our organization.
DEBORAH SORG
VICE PRESIDENT PROCUREMENT, PARTY CITY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IVALUA

Ivalua really helped us understand spend in a much deeper way. We have
real-time updates of the data and full transparency in how items are
classified, which really changed the way we are working in Procurement.
ELIF BOZOGLU
VICE PRESIDENT OF STRATEGY, OPERATIONS AND PROCUREMENT, CENGAGE

Ivalua was founded in 2000 on a
disruptive idea: that Procurement
can unlock significant strategic
value from a company’s spend and
supply chain. Software should
empower Procurement leaders to
do just that, not constrain them.

With Ivalua we were able to digitize our complete source-to-pay process for all spend,
including complex processes unique to the healthcare industry. With the paperwork
out of the way, our caregivers can now better focus on their patients.
TONY JOHNSON
SVP & CHIEF SUPPLY CHAIN OFFICER, BAYLOR SCOTT & WHITE HEALTH

And it should deliver real
innovations that drive value today.
That’s why we created a complete
Source-to-Pay platform that
delivers best-in-class capabilities
today with the flexibility to meet
the needs of tomorrow. Now, 20

With Ivalua’s platform, we were able to accelerate our digital transformation, significantly
increasing spend under management, gaining control over enterprisewide data for better
decision making and driving efficiency and a consistent, natural user experience.
VITOLD HORODECKI
VICE-PRESIDENT AMERICAS CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER, CAPGEMINI

years later, we have helped over
300 leading companies achieve a
competitive advantage by
strategically managing over USD
500 Billion in spend.

We started by deploying standard out-of-the-box functionality in Ivalua with a focus on achieving early and
quick wins. After this, we reviewed our entire processes by applying lean management principles and
embedding stakeholders’ feedback. The flexibility of Ivalua’s platform allowed us to evolve with the
organization needs, which accelerated adoption and generated further efficiencies and cost optimization.
ARIANNA VETRUGNO
SOURCING EXCELLENCE SENIOR MANAGER, BVLGARI

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PROACTIS

The system offers us complete transparency of information, affording budget holders a realtime
view of actual and committed spend to date. Administrative time has been dramatically reduced
which means the system has been welcomed by the user community.
MAX BEDDARD
FINANCE DIRECTOR, BAUER MEDIA GROUP

Proactis is a global Spend Control
and eProcurement solution
provider. Hundreds of
organisations around the world
use Proactis software and services
to transform their procurement,
purchase-to-pay and accounts

We feel Proactis has a very comprehensive spend control and eProcurement
solution that is well-suited to the public sector. Partnering with Proactis, we
feel we’re well on the way to realising our full-scope procurement vision.
ARWEL STAPLES
STRATEGIC PROCUREMENT MANAGER, DENBIGHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

payable processes to deliver
greater bottom-line value.
We had a long-standing vision to develop end-to-end procurement processes and workflow to
manage all spending across the Council. Proactis provides complete visibility and control of
spend and, twinned with Proactis’ collaborative procurement portal, will help support our
procurement programme for years to come.
NATASHA FORD
SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP OFFICER, CAERPHILLY COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL

We now have one system in which contracts, orders, associated suppliers and invoices
can be found, complete with who has authorized each part of the process. Everything
is visible and, with that, we have the control of purchases, up to and including
payment.
KRISTIAN DE JONG
PURCHASING ADVISOR, WETTERSKIP FRYSLÂN (THE FRISIAN WATER BOARD)

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PROCURIFY

Procurify is the ideal answer to SMEs in tracking, controlling and break down
their spending. They offer training to their customers online. The support is
also available live online. The software is thus easy to use and install.
DENNIS MAINA
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ANALYST, BRIGHT CONSORTIUM

Procurify is a global leader in
mobile and cloud-based
purchasing. With users in more
than 100 countries worldwide,
Procurify empowers businesses to
manage direct and indirect
company spending and
streamlines the purchasing

Procurify is a great system that allows for expense tracking like we never had. Moving from a manual process to the
automated one with Procurify has been great. POs are easily created, sent out, and closed with the system that is provided.
Similarly, when we are not using POs we are using Procurify Pay. Procurify Pay cards are simple to fund and easy to spend.
Reconciliation is a breeze and it provides great controls for spending and department accountability. Over all, Procurify is a
great system that has helped make our business run more efficiently and effectively.
JEREMIAH LEE
CONTROLLER, GRADUATION SOLUTIONS

process. The ridiculously
easy-to-use platform provides
complete control and visibility of
company spend.

Procurify allowed us to organize and track all purchases, setup purchasing
approval process, [and] help us keep track of all the expenses and purchases.
This software allowed us to get away from the paper approval process.
PETER COSTA
SENIOR BUYER, CRAIN COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Procurify is the only way! I like the ease of everything and how organized it is. I enjoy that you can save
drafts, communicate through comments and see where your request is in progress. I do not have anything
negative to say! I have used many systems and this seems to be the easiest to navigate and I rarely if ever
have issues.
LIV BETLEWICZ
MARKETING PROJECT'S SPECIALIST, ACADEMIES OF MATH AND SCIENCE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT RAMP

With Ramp, we can put money in employees hands and be confident
that spend is controlled and reviewed.
RO HEALTH

Ramp is a technology company
building the next generation
corporate card to save businesses
money. They’re redesigning how
corporate spend should be
managed from the ground up to

Ramp gives us real-time visibility into our marketing spend, which is
important as a DTC brand. Our team raves about how easy it is to use.
818

save time, money, and ensure
control. They provide companies
higher card limits, insightful saving
opportunities, automated expense
management, lightning fast receipt
matching, seamless accounting
integration, and more.

Ramp is hands down the best corporate credit card. No other company has
helped us spend less while also providing an incredible experience for our
finance team and employees.
ZACH REITANO
CO-FOUNDER, RO

Ramp has made tracking corporate spend simple with their easy-to-use
platform and seamless integration with our ERP system.
AVELO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SPENDESK

Spendesk is on a mission to make
the lives and work of finance

Spendesk is one of the tools that will allow us to scale. We can add people,
new expenses, and expense volume, without adding anything to the
back-office because it’s that far automated. And it still keeps us in control of
things.
MANDANA LATIFI
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, TALENT.IO

professionals easier and better
with software and service that’s
built for the way CFOs work today.
Spendesk is an all-in-one spending
platform that is fundamentally
changing the way finance teams
track employee spend. With smart
cards, expense reports and

Our HQ is in Belgium, we’re in the London office here, and we also have an office in Copenhagen. Spendesk
definitely makes traveling very easy. I don’t need to worry about spending my own money. I know that I
already have a budget in place that I can spend from, and I don’t need to worry about when the company is
going to pay me back. So traveling and using Spendesk is very easy.
LOLA OGUNTOKUN
TALENT ACQUISITION MANAGER, SILVERFIN

real-time insights, your employees
can easily pay for what they need
while the finance team remains in
control. You're moving fast. They'll
keep up with you.

Since they all integrate with Xero, I have all the data I need in one place. I have
this wonderful suite of tools that keeps all of spending in control, and reduces
so much admin time. I tell people about Spendesk all the time.
SARAH LINNINGTON
DIRECTOR, BSG

I love the mobile app. It's very practical to use when you're on the go and
saves me a lot of time. I can take a picture of my receipt as soon as I pay with
my Spendesk card and it’s done!
DAPHNÉ DUCHATEL
MANAGER, JIMMY FAIRLY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FYLE

Fyle is a fantastic tool if you are looking to implement a simple, effective and seamless expense
management system. Good UI, simple and easy to use , cost effective and great customer service. We at
Zivame were early adopters of Fyle and it has helped us add lot of value internally in terms of ease of use,
near paperless trail, faster turnaround times for employees and better visibility for finance.
ABHIJEETH NAIK
CFO, ZIVAME

Fyle is the next-generation spend
management platform for
businesses that employees actually
love using. Fyle comes with plugins
that makes the entire process of
fyling an expense similar to liking a
post on facebook. Its that easy.
Fyle links email, consumer apps

Fyle's expense reporting app organizes my expense receipts on the fly. I really appreciate that it
picks up receipts from multiple sources. If the receipt is electronic, the integration with Gmail
works well. If it is paper, it is easy to snap a picture and organize the receipts that way. It's a tidy
little expense software!
BRIAN TURNER
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, LAKEFIELD COLLEGE SCHOOL

and other platforms to simplify
recording, sharing and processing
of expenses and invoices within an
organization. With Fyle, users can
capture their spend data the
moment they complete the
transaction with a single click.

Fyle has minimized manual efforts in the expense management process at Capillary Employees
claim expenses in one-click while our finance team is saving hours in processing expense reports
now. With a very simple and intuitive user interface, Fyle provides policy and spend optimization
possibilities for us by bringing valuable, accurate business expense data in real-time.
VIJAY A M
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, CAPILLARY TECHNOLOGIES

When I am travelling, I take a snapshot of every bill then and there and add it to Fyle.
Once I am back, I am able to add all my Uber receipts directly from my emails to Fyle
through a Chrome extension. No hassle of keeping all this together.
JERRY G
PRODUCT MARKETING ANALYST, FRESHWORKS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HAPPAY

Ecozen is a proud Happay Customer. We strongly recommended it to other
startups to do away with expense reporting and cash management woes.
DEVENDRA GUPTA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ECOZEN

Happay is Asia's Most Favoured
Corporate Spend Management
Platform. Having worked with
6,500+ clients across 40+ verticals,
they manage a corporate's 100%
Business spends and payments on

Happay has made cash management, expense tracking and reporting
simple for our company.
CHETAK LOGISTICS

a single platform. Happay is among
one of the few fintech companies
in the world, which has a deep
integration between the payment
& technology stack, thus enabling
them to leverage new technologies
and strive for innovation.

Happay has definitely brought agility and smoothness in the existing process. Fund loads used to be a tedious task for us.
Thanks to Happay, now our team can load funds in real time; no more delay due to bank dependency. Employees are
particularly happy with the Happay App - it's so user friendly and easy to use. Real time updates about usage through SMS
and push notification is something which I find very useful personally.
PETER CHRISTOPHER
SENIOR MANAGER, WORLD VISION

All disbursements to our branches and all expenses are automatically
recorded and verified. The team has also been great to work with and their
support is excellent. I would highly recommend this application to other CEOs.
GRIFFITH DAVID
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HABANERO FOODS INTERNATIONAL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ORDER

Order is a guided B2B marketplace

[Order] came at the perfect time for RYDE. The amount of time we were spending
searching for the best deals was all-consuming. Now, with [Order], it is a one-stop
order and we are saving money. Then, to go above and beyond, my account manager
is always readily available with answers to all my questions.
RYDE

with a mission to simplify buying
for businesses. Order makes it
easy for businesses to place and
track purchases across all their
vendors, control spend, and make
payments in a single, consolidated
bill. Tailored insights and
purchasing recommendations fuel

The decision to work with [Order] to simplify ordering for multiple spas was one of the best
decisions we have made. Not only are we lowering costs, but the website is user-friendly and
time-saving. The team at [Order] provides excellent customer service and are always available to
assist with any questions.
STEPHANIE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, HAND & STONE MASSAGE AND FACIAL SPA

smarter spending decisions so
businesses can easily save time
and money on what they need to
grow.

Before, I would have to go from site to site looking for deals for each item and it was quite time
consuming. With [Order] I just have to go to one place. All my previous orders and savings are
right there, and they take care of all the bargaining for me. Thank you, [Order], for making my
job easier and saving my company money in the process!
KATHY
PURCHASING, PETFLOW

Order has allowed us to essentially eliminate all unapproved spending.
STEFANIE TEINTZE
FACILITIES AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST, COREPOWER YOGA
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ABOUT PLEO

Pleo made me see expenses in a different way. It enabled my team to work
faster and be very autonomous and responsible for themselves while still
maintaining control over the spending.
DENNIS GREEN-LIEBER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DUUOO

Pleo is a fundamentally new way to
manage company expenses.
Offering smart payment cards to
employees, Pleo enables everyone
to buy whatever they need for
work, all the while making sure the
company remains in full control of
spending. With the help of

For me - Pleo is a no-brainer. Now I know that everybody has the cards they
need to be operationally effective and yet I'm still in full control over the
spending.
ESKE GUNGE
CEO, ACTIMO

breakthrough technology, Pleo
reduces the administrative
complexity, eliminates expense
reports and simplifies
bookkeeping.

Pleo is a great solution because you get to make the decisions. You control the
card limits, see all expenses in real-time and easily connect it to the accounting
system.
RIKKE KROGH
CFO, SPACE10

We looked into giving our employees a credit card. But the admin around it
was quite extensive, so we wanted to find an easier way. Pleo in our daily life
makes it possible to do expensing when the purchase is actually happening.
FRIDA GRENÅS
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, MOTATOS
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ABOUT SIEVO

We have selected Sievo as our global solution for spend analytics and contract management for their
best-of-breed procurement analytics capabilities. Sievo has backed up their promise of strong customer
focus, flexible and agile solutions to meet our needs and has become a valued business partner that has
significantly surpassed our prior solutions capabilities and responsiveness.
ALLAN HARRAH
VICE-PRESIDENT, GLOBAL SUPPLY MANAGEMENT, PENTAIR

Sievo combines best-of-breed
spend management software,
world-class services and
value-added content. Sievo's SaaS
procurement analytics solutions
include: Spend Analysis, Savings
Lifecycle, Spend Forecasting and

Sievo clearly lays out the path for procurement to become a data insights engine for organizations. Spend visibility is a
challenge which continues to elude most organizations. Sievo has laid out a clear, pragmatic approach which will help
gather the right data, and deliver meaningful insights. Sievo correctly points out that to create a competitive advantage
with analytics will require investments in new roles/skills (e.g., data science) within the procurement function.
BRIAN P. MURPHY
ASSOCIATE PARTNER, BAIN & COMPANY, INC.

Contract Management. Sievo
specialises in transforming
heterogeneous procurement data
from any source to business value
that hits the bottom line. Sievo's
proprietary data extraction,
classification and enrichment

Sievo’s spend diversity reporting serves as the core of our supplier diversity program,
enabling us to create monthly dashboards that give our business stakeholders and
other individuals insights into our efforts and the results we are achieving.
AARON PLUSH
SENIOR MANAGER SUPPLIER VALUE OPTIMIZATION, SOURCE TO PAY, CITRIX

software provide total spend
visibility for some of the world's
largest and most complex
procurement organizations.

The Sievo Spend Forecasting Solution is a one-stop shop for procurement. If you’re a category
manager, and you see a PPV being generated within your category, you can do a deep drill
down into the subcategory, see it by region, or look at each individual receipts. All this
information is at your fingertips with one tool.
MICHELLE PALMQUIST
SENIOR FINANCE DIRECTOR, GLOBAL PROCUREMENT & CONTRACT MANUFACTURING,
KELLOGG'S
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ABOUT SOLDO

Soldo’s made controlling spend so much easier. I used to be able to
check about 10% of receipts, now I can check 100%.
HELEN BYRNE-EVANS
PROFIT IMPROVEMENT MANAGER, COFFEE#1

Soldo integrates prepaid
Mastercard® cards, a web-based
administration console and a
mobile app into one intuitive
future-ready platform. Soldo was
founded by a group of tech
veterans and payment pioneers

We manage the budgets of 7 top spenders in the digital field. Our accounting department had great
difficulty in getting through all the accounts and credit cards and sorting it out was becoming impossible.
Soldo was a real revolution for us, because it simplified everything instantly with a totally centralised,
convenient and fast system. We have gained in terms of time, performance, cost savings and reporting.
ANGELO DI VEROLI
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BLACKGEEK LTD

who refused to accept the
inefficient and fragmented state of
business spending in the 21st
century. With decades of

Soldo has given us control over what is being spent. It’s saving us lots of
time, and making life easier for employees out in the field.

experience in paymentservices and
transactional system development,

VERNON
ACCOUNTING MANAGER, BROOKS RUNNING

the team didn’t just slap a brand
on an ‘easy’ solution or quick-fix.
Instead, they invested heavily in
the creation - from scratch - of a
world-class technological,
regulatory and operational
platform.

We were able to distribute funds when required, and make sure that people
maintained a budget within their card so that they could respond. It allowed
greater flexibility to enable us to respond to the pandemic.
MARK CARWARDINE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SEVERN AREA RESCUE ASSOCIATION
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ABOUT TRADOGRAM

Tradogram spend management
software is built using the latest
cloud technology. Their solution

Tradogram really is an amazing app for managing approval workflows,
spend management, and helping to manage the strategic sourcing process.
It’s a really complete and easy solution for our whole set of procurement
activities.
GHAZANFAR IMRAN
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, NATIONAL SECURITY INSTITUTE

empowers buyers and purchasing
decision-makers in 80+ countries
worldwide to control costs and
automate processes like
procurement, supplier
management, AP and spend
analysis.

Tradogram has raised our game in terms of purchasing. Key managers now have visibility of spend before
committing to it. This allows the right questions to be asked of both the supplier and purchasing
department. Tradogram also allows an audit trail of collaborative thought processes and of the associated
documents. Tradogram has proven itself to be a great purchasing solution for our business.
JULIAN D’OYLEY
HEAD OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS, REED

Tradogram helps bridge the gap between internal business needs and external supplier capabilities. Using Tradogram
allows implementing budgets and new policies without cumbersome lectures, even non-procurement professionals are able
to use it and get things done faster. Tradogram is for modern procurement individuals, enabling them to track and analyze
spending to come up with creative data driven ways to support their business better.
ALIYU ALI
CONSULTANT, P&G

Working with Tradogram is a breeze. It’s very user friendly and easy to review
a lot of information quickly. Every document is linked automatically, from
requisitions, purchase orders, invoices, and even delivery details.
ANNA VERDUGO
PURCHASING MANAGER, TECHNICAL AMERICA
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ABOUT BENTO FOR BUSINESS

Bento cards have simplified our business spending immensely. We can now offer
company credit cards to our employees as one of their benefits. Spending limits allow
for control of funds and restriction of categories. The customer service can’t be beat!
MICHELE VIRGO
CONCANON

Bento for Business offers the most
complete B2B payments solution
for small and mid-size businesses.
Bento’s financial operating
platform enables businesses to
issue physical and virtual payment
credentials to people and systems

Bento has provided our company with an easier way of providing petty cash to our employees.
They have created an easier way to track spending, reload our managers with funds upon their
needs and their online and phone apps are incredibly easy to use!
KATIE MARTINEY
TRENDINGVIEW

without introducing risk while
providing companies
unprecedented control and
visibility over their B2B expenses
and company spend. Open APIs,
and White Label partnerships
extend these control and
management benefits to automate

Bento has saved our organization countless hours of reconciling receipts and tracking employee
spending. Our employees love it because they don’t have to spend their money and wait for
reimbursement and the card and smartphone app are easy to use. Any time we’ve had
questions or issues they’re resolved in minutes. The online chat function for support is GREAT!
JASON HEMINGWAY
VACATION CONSULTING SERVICES

payments well beyond expenses
alone. Their mission is to provide
businesses with a powerful
financial operating platform so
they can further their vision,
empower their employees and
create value for their customers.

Our company has been transformed with these new Bento cards. We no longer have to worry
about cash being unaccounted for. The best part is that our crew members can take pictures of
their receipts and upload them into their Bento app on the spot! Every penny is accounted for
and our year end accounting is so much easier!
LORENA GONZALEZ
HOTEL & COMMERCIAL RENOVATIONS
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ABOUT EXPENSYA

Easy to use, has the capacity to easily export all digitized expense reports and
boasts quality algorithms that detect data on photographed receipts.
ALEXANDRE CONRAUD
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SOCIETEINFO

Expensya is a Web and Mobile
solution that automates expense
reports management for
professionals. This is the only
cutting-edge software that is also
adapted for the most complex
processes and connected to travel
solutions, accounting, payment

For me, Expensya is an innovative tool for the automation of expense reports management,
which goes hand in hand with the responsiveness promoted within our organization. The
solution offers innovative features. Upon using it for the first time, I immediately realized that it
was an agile, easy to understand and highly intuitive solution!
AMÉLIE RAVIER
COMMUNICATION MANAGER, THALES DIGITAL FACTORY

and VAT recovery. Expensya has
attracted more than 5,000
companies in over 100 countries
and is currently processing over
€30 million in expenses each week.

Time-saving and easy to use. Scanning my expense reports allows me to avoid keeping papers
(good riddance!), and to easily forward documents to my accountant and to my customers for
re-invoicing. Information recognition helps me save lots of time. The exports on Excel are
fantastic. Truly an added value!
GAETAN ELLIE
TRANSFORMATION LEAD & FOUNDER, CICO

Very easy to use, the scan technology automatically identifies important
data on receipts, ensuring that expense rules are followed.
ALEXIA ZERVOS
OFFICE MANAGER, DELVILLE MANAGEMENT
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ABOUT FRAXION

Fraxion allows companies to accurately and efficiently expedite any and all purchases. Companies automate routing and
approvals, establish dollar limits, and more. All with a complete visibility and a complete audit trail to record
accountability. With Fraxion, we just enter the info in the system, even from remote locations. Everything goes through the
whole approval process automatically. Most orders only take one to two minutes to complete.
JASON SCHNEIDER
OPERATIONS MANAGER, ATYR PHARMA

Powerful procure-to-pay solutions
for proactive spend management.
Trusted by cross-industry
organizations worldwide to
automate procurement workflows
and manage requisition-to-PO
processes and expenses with

Before Fraxion, the purchase request, ordering and approval process was largely slow, bureaucratic, manual and
paper-based. Fraxion has singularly improved transparency, eliminated 90% paperwork, cut approval times in half and
summarily improved productivity in procurement. Fraxion has also allowed the continuation of work processes during the
COVID-19 pandemic and has ultimately been a cornerstone to the Technology Support Services Digital Transformation
Strategy for Makerere University Walter Reed Project.
ALBERT MUSINGUZI
ICT MANAGER, MAKERERE UNIVERSITY WALTER REED PROJECT

multi-level approvals, budget
control, policy compliance, and AP
workflow management. Fraxion
enables PunchOut and Catalog
procurement with strategic
vendors. Effective as standalone
solutions or with seamless ERP

With Fraxion we've been able to systemize spending in an automated end-to-end process to
monitor budgets, cut down on transaction processing time, provide visibility at all stages of
approval and ensure that there is an audit trail of all completed activities.
RUAN A
EXECUTIVE FINANCE, TRANSACTION CAPITAL RECOVERIES

integrations.

Fraxion allows the business to manage authorization of spend by management and
budget owners. Finance is able to obtain reliable information from Fraxion, which is
used to update our ledgers and pay suppliers knowing the outputs are approved.
SEAN M
GROUP FINANCIAL CONTROLLER, MAITLAND GROUP
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ABOUT TEAMPAY

Teampay delivers smart

Our employees love having access to spend, right when they need it; they never have to pay
out-of-pocket. With Teampay, we have significantly reduced the effort required by requester and
approvers to get access to the funds they need to do their job in real time and with all the
controls in place.
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MANAGER
AVENTRI

purchasing for empowered teams.
Teampay modernizes how
companies manage spend, by
delivering intelligent automation,
robust integrations, and a
delightful user experience.

Teampay was unlike anything I had ever seen. I had never seen built-in controls, where
you don’t have to do any expense reports. I loved the Slack integration, and it
integrated with Intacct. There wasn’t a need I had that the system couldn’t handle.
ASHLEY PIERROT
CONTROLLER, JUMPCREW

This is awesome! Everything is reconciled for me in real-time, and no longer is
my team chasing down receipts and categorizing charges at the end of every
month. Everyone wins.
SAM GHAREGOZLOU
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, AXIOM ZEN

Our approvers are in love with Teampay, their approval time has been reduced to seconds! The
accounting team has been able to save a significant amount of time on transaction entry, the
transactions appear pre-approved, pre-coded in Intacct when we sync them and no additional
work is needed. It's like magic!
MASHA MURPHY
CONTROLLER, RISKIQ
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